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In the fall of 1962 nuclcar de\' ices explod ed ncar J ohn ston I sland on OctobC'J" 20 and 26 , 
and Novem be r 1 . produced phase per turba t ions of very-Iow-frcqucncy rad io waves Ill oni 
iored at APL/,J H U. For t hc c vcnt of October 26, and in rcga rd to the VLF tran smission 
from NBA in Balboa , Panama, as r eceived at APL, lhe pertul'iJation has a temporal varia
t ion attributable to trapped i'J-rays from the rad ioactive decay of neut rons . The a rtificia l 
belt of i'J- rays forms a round t he geomagne tic m eri d ian th rough the burst point. As the 
sl ream rlrifts ea stward in ils first global circu it a n e ll ergy d ispersio n occurs because t he 
1I1 0re energetic partic les also Ilave a la rger azimutha l d rif t veloc ity . The attenda n t per
lurbal.lons a long VLF propagation paths remote from t he deto nation a rca ha ve a temporal 
va rIat ion 111 a~co rd WIth t hat of lhe c ne!'gy o f lhe lrappcd i'J -ray . s t ream passing over the 
VLF pa t h. lhe \I'ork on th lS event confirlTl S t he results of an ea rl ier s t ud y which co n ta in ed 
a n uncC'J"La inty due to Lhe prcscnce of a natu ra l d istu rba nce, a d isturbance which appa rently 
did no t especiall y affect t he region he rein treated . The VLF perturbations due to Lhe 
b ursts o f October 20 a nd Novemb('r 1 we re rela ti ve ly small but the former evc nt did produce 
a dis t urbance a lso cons istent wi t h the idca that the cause res id es in trapped i'J- ra ys from l he 
deca y of nell tro ns . . 

1. Introduction 

N uclear explosions above the earth's surface 
produce a variety of ionospheric disturbances 
i~lclud~ng mo<;lifications iJ.1 the velocity of pJ'opaga~ 
tlOn of a VL.B (very-Iow-freq uency, 3- 30 kc/s) radlo 
SIgnaL At propagation paths exposed to direct 
electromagnetic and particle radiation from the 
):)ul'st the VLF. per tll1'bations appear practically 
lllstantaneous WIth the burst and stem prim arily 
from X -rays, 'Y-rays, and {3-rays [Crain and Tamarkin, 

I 1961; J ean and Crombie, 1962; Latter, Herbst, and 
Watson, 1961]. At points sufficiently distant to be 
scree!led from the direct burst-effects by the earth 

I and Its atmosphere, the VLF distUl'bances may be 
sudden and occur within a few seconds of the 
detonation, or delayed and occm' minutes or tens of 
minutes after the explosion. 

I The sudden remote VLF disturbances were first 
considered by. CI:a~n and Tamarkin [1961] who pro
posed as the 101llzmg agents {3-rays from the radio
active decay of neutrons: the neutrons from the 
burst a re unaffected by the geomagnetic field, can 
travel large distances in times of a few seconds and 
can deposit their decay products on field lines'that 

I char~nel the ~harged but essentially untrapped 
partIcles, partlCularly the f3-r ays, into the VLF 
propagation region where they produce ionization . 

1 'rhis work was SUPI?oricd by the Durcau of ~aval ' ·\·capons, Department of 
the Navy ; unclc~ Contract NOw 62- 0604- c and b~' the Geophysics Research 

I Directorate , A if Force Ca mbrid ge Research La bora tor ies. 
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The delayed remote VLF distuJ'bances stem frol11 an 
enhanceril ent of fLt mosp lter ic ionization due to 
geomagneticalhT t rapped particles which drif t from 
tbe blll'st region to the VLF propagation path 
[Zmuda, Shaw, a nd lIaave, 1963a; Haave, Zmuda, 
and Shaw, 1962; Willard and K enney, 1963; 'Wood
ward and Gassmann, 1963; Zmuda, Shaw, and 
Haave, 1063b; Riedler , Egeland, Lindquist, Peder
sen, 1963]. 

For delayed VLF per turbations at remote dis
tances, Zmuda, Shaw, ,Lnd Ihave [1963a] may halce 
gi ven the firs t extensive t l'ea tmen to n V LF disturb
ances related to au artiflcial mdi,Ltion belt. Some 
characteristics treated were in itial forlllation of the 
belt , the energy spectrum and azimuthal drift of 
trapped {3-rays, the en0rgy dispersion in the belt as 
the particles make their first global orbit, a nd flnally 
the close temporal correlation bet"l'leCn the VLF dis
turbance and the r elative amount of energy of the 
trapped radiation over the VLF path. The energy 
spectrum of the f3-rays determines in a sensitive 
manner the connection between the trapped radia
tion belt and proper ties of the VLF disturbance such 
as the t ime of onset, maximum, and periods of in
crease, decrease, and recovery. For the nuclear 
explosion of July 9, 1962, the trapped particles were 
{3-rays with a spectrum similar to that from the decay 
of fission fragments. The satellite data of O'Brien, 
Laughlin , and Van Allen [1962] constituted the first 
observation of this trapped belt whose characteristics 
still are lacking adeq ua te definition [Brown, Hess 



and Van Allen, 1963]. Zmuda, Shaw, and Haave, 
[1963a] and Woodward and Gassmann, [1963] treated 
the associated VLF perturbations. 

For the nuclear burst of October 26, 1962, the 
VLF disturbance along the VLF path from station 
NPM in Hawaii to Anchorage, Alaska , had a chronol
ogy which at least suggested the presence of trapped 
electrons with a spectrum characteristic of that from 
the radioactive decay of neutrons [Zmuda, Sha\N, 
and HaaNe, 1963b], a spectrum readily distingush
able from that of fission betas. As noted in the 
referenced publication this early work was clouded 
by the presence of a natural ionospheric disturbance. 
In an attempt to expand on the question of neutron
decay betas and the VLF disturbance of October 26 
1962, and to minimize the effect of the natural 
disturbance, we here consider the VLF perturbation 
of the signal from station NBA in Balboa, Panama, 
as received at APL/JHU. This propagation path 
lies in the main at latitudes considerably lower than 
those heretofore treated and in an area where the natural 
effects are in general considerably reduced from those 
existing at high latitudes . In addition, the VLF 
disturbances associated with the nuclear detonations 
of OctobGr 20 and November 1 in 1962 are herein 
treated. 

2. Brief Review of Some Basic 
Characteristics 

For clarity of the present development it is worth
while to review briefly some of the basic considera
tions discussed at greater length in earlier publica-

t ions. Figure 1 shows the transmitter locations, the 
receiver sites at APL/JIIU and Anchorage, Alaska, 
and the VLF propagation paths superposed on the 
contours of the magnetic induction B and of McIl
wain 's L [1961]. The B- L contours are for an alti
tude of 100 km and were prepared by the Dasa Data 
Center/Dasa Computing Center, General Electric 
Company, Santa Barbara, Calif . Some pertinent 
station characteristics are listed in table 1 and are 
later also discussed . 

In the mode theory of "'VLF propagation (Wait, 
1959 and 1 963) the signal is considered to propagate 
in the spherical waveguide formed by the earth's 
surface and the lower ionosphere whose effective re
~ecting height varies between 70 and 90 kill, respec
tlvely, for all-daylight and all-darkness conditions 
over the path. In practice the phases of the stabilized 
VLF transmissions are measured with respect to a 
local reference oscillator with the changes frequently 
described in terms of the relative time-of-arrival of 
the VLF signal, with arrival-time magnitudes gen
erally of the order of tens of microseconds . (The 
APL facility is described by Shaw and H aave [1962] .) 
The VLF signal undergoes a normal diurnal variation 
due to the effects of photo-ioni;,.ation [Pierce, 1955; 
Wait, 1959; Blackband, 1963] . After nuclear deto
nations, VLF phase perturbations often stem from an 
enhancemen t of ionization produced by burst-related 
electrons with sufficient energy to penetrate through 
the upper atmosphere to the VLF propagation re
gion; considering an altitude of 90 km, the electron 
energy must exceed 50 kev. 

90 Q 

90° 30° 15° 0° 15° 60° 75° 180° 

FIGURE 1. The VLF station locations and propagation paths superposed on the contours of the magnetic induction B , the dashed I 
curves, and of ll1cIlwain's L, the solid curves. 

The Band L centaurs are for an altit ude of 100 km and were prepared by the Dasa Data Center/Dasa Computing Center General Electric Company Santa I 
Barbara, CalIf. ' , 
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TABLE 1. Some characteristics of stal1:ons and VLF transmissions 

Station Distance 
rr'ran smiUer rr01TI 

Geographic 
coordinates 

GeOlllagnetic 
coordin ates 

freq uency Johnston 
I sland 

Call Location N. L at . W. Long. N. L at. W . Long. 

kc/sec lim 
N PG ________________________ Jim Creek , W ashingtol1_____ 18.6 5500 47 123 53 66 
NRA ________________________ B alboa, P an am.__ __ ________ 18 9600 09 80 21 12 
WWVL _____ __________ _______ Boulde r, Colo_____________ __ 20 6600 40 106 49 44 
N P M ________________________ Lua lualci , IIaw aiL __________ 19.8 1400 
APL/JLIU ____ ____ ___________ Howa rd Count y, Md ___ ____ _____ _____ ____ 9100 

21 158 21 94 
39 77 51 10 

JO]-I NS'rO N ISLAND ____________________________ _________________________________ _ 17 170 14 104 

If an artificial radiation belt forms in the vicinity 
of the detonation, the charged particles drift azi
muth ally due to the curvature and inhomogeneity 
of the geomagnetic field [Alfven , 1948; Spitzer, 
1959] . Figure 2 shows the eastward drift velocities 
for electrons mirroring at 80 km altitude and for 
various geomagnetic latitudes computed for the 
dipole field using t he expressions of Hamlin , K arplus, 
Vik, and Watson [1961]. Though the drift is for 
altitudes of 80 km , it is essentially unchanged for 
particles mirroring as high as 1,000 km. Note 
that (1) for a flxed particle energy, the drif t velocity 
increases with geomagnetic latitude, and (2) for a 
fixed lati tude, t he drift veloci ty increases practically 
linearly with energy. 

About one neutron pel' flssion escapes the bomb 
device which pl'Oduces about 1.5 X 1023 fissions pel' 
kiloton fission explosion [Latter, Herbst, and ' Vatson, 
1961]. The free neutron decays with a half-life 
of about 13 min into a proton, {3-r fLy , and neutrino; 
the proton kin etic energies are nearly those of the 
parent n eutron s, which genemlly h ave maximums 
of the order of 1 to 10 },/[ev [Glass tone, 1962]. The 
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FIGURE 2. The longitudinal drift of trapped (3 -rays mirroring 
at an altitude of 80 km for various geomagnetir latitudes. 
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solid curve in figure 3 depicts the shape of the {3-ray 
spectrum for the r elative number of {3-rays per unit 
energy interval, from the well-known theory of 
F ermi as treated in E vans [1955]. The curve has 
a m aximum for a {3-ray of energy 0.25 Mev and an 
endpoin t energy of 0.78 Mev, an energy correspond
ing to that derived from the mass difference between 
the neutron and the pro to n. Now the atmospheric 
ionization, and hence the associated VLF disturb
ance, depcnds on the energy deposited at the alti tudes 
of in terest (with a n electron losing 33 ev of energy 
for efLc it electron-ion pair created) . As a con
sequ ence, i t is necessary to consider primarily the 
relative {3-nl,y kin etic energy per uni t interval 
determin ed by mul tiplying the data in the number 
spectrulll by the midpoin t of the relevant energy 
in terval. The resultfLnt valu es are shown in figure 
3 as t he das hed curve, which has a maximum for 
{3-rays of energy 0.37 to 0.42 M ev. 

-While the data in figure 3 are for {3-rays from a 
n eutron at r est, th e endpoint energy and the major 
portion of the spectrum, wi th emph asis on the higher 
energies, are essentially unchanged for {3-mys from 
neutrons with encrgies comparable to those expected 
from nuclear reactions: adding the neutron velocity 
r elativistically to tha t of the {3-ray cha nges the 
latter only by a relatively small amount . It is 
important to em.p hasize that t he neutron-decay 
{3-rfty spectrum is drastically differen t a nd hence 
readily distinguishable from that for {3-rays from the 
decay of fission fragm en ts. Fission betas have, for 
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FIGURE 3. Energy spectrum of (3 -rays f r'om the radioactive 
decay of neutr-ons at r-est . 



example, energies extending out to at least 8 Mev 
and con tain large, if not predominant, quantities 
of particles with energies exceeding the endpoint 
energy of 0.78 .Mev for neutron-decay {3-rays. 
These fission betas were important in the delayed 
VLF effects produced after the high-altitude explo
sion of July 9, 1962 [Zmuda, Shaw, and Haave, 
1963a]. 

3 . NBA- APL Disturbance on October 26/ 
1962 

Figme 4 shows the diurnal variation of the NBA 
signal as received at APL/JHU for the Greenwich 
days of October 24,25, and 26 in 1962. (This propa
gation path lies practically along a geomagnetic 
meridian.) The daily values are normalized with 
respect to that existing at 1000 UT, a time which on 
the burst date of October 26 corresponds to the time 
of detonation. The total variations for October 24 
and 25 are characteristic of the normal, quiet-day
changes for this season. Dming the period 0200 UT 
to about 1040 UT the total path lies in darkness, 
with the variations in signal arrival-time of the order 
of 1 or 2 j1.sec in magnitude . The sunrise decrease in 
signal arrival-time (or advance in signal phase ) com
mences at about 1040 U T and continues until about 
1200 UT, with a total decrease in arrival-time of 
about 40 j1.sec . .AJ ter 1200 UT and while the total 
path is in daylight, the propagation time stays rela
tively constfwt until the sunset phase retardation 
begins about 2200 UT and ends about 0200 UT on 
the next day. For the NBA-APL path, through the 
application of Wait's [1959] first-order theory, a de
crease of 1 j1.sec in signal arrival-time (or an advancil 
in signal phase of 6.5°) corresponds to a lowering of 
the effective ionosphere height of about 0.8 km. 

On October 26, the VLF variation in the period 
0300 UT to 0800 UT is depressed by about 5 j1.sec, in 
relation to the variation for the preceding nights. 
The direct cause for this deviation is cmrently un
known, although it is relevant to note that an exami
nation of middle-latitude magnetograms indicate the 
existence of small ionospheric distmbances dming 
this period. In the pre burst period 0900 UT to 1000 
UT, as well as the post-burst period until about 1010 
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FIG URE 4. Th e diu mal changes in the arrival-~~me of the N BA 
signal al 18 kc/s, as Teceived at APL/JHU on OctobeT 2-4, 
2.5, and 26 in 1962. 

'I'hc nuclear detoJlntion occurred nt 1000 U'l" On October 26. 

UT (when the burst-related pertmbation begins), 
the signal arrival-time is essentially constant indi
cating the absence of any VLF perturbations. The 
period around the burst time is subsequently dis- I 

cussed in detail and for the present purpose it suffices 
to add now that from the start of the sunrise transi
tion, at 1040 UT, until 1700 UT when API., tempo
rarily discontinued monitoring NBA, the VLF phase 
changes for October 26 were essentially equal to 
those Jound on the undisturbed days, October 24 
and 25. It is oJ prime significance that for the 70-
min period immediately before the burst-connected 
VLF distUl"bance , quiet-day characteristics exist over 
this propagation path. Thus, the uncertainty asso
ciated with the analysis of the NPM to Anchorage 
disturbance [Zmuda, Shaw, and Haave, 1963b] may 
be reasonably excluded from the present considera
tions. 

The detailed VLF perturbations occurring in the 
epoch near the bmst are indicated by the solid 
curve of figure 5a which also contains tor comparison 
the variations for the comparable penod on October 
25 a characteristic quiet-day variation. In this 
fig'ure the time t= O corresponds to 1000 UT which, I 

as previously noted, is the burst time on October 26 , 
1962. On the day of the nuclear detonation, as 
previously noted, the VLF propagation time re
mained practically constant, varying by at most 1 
j1.sec in the observation period - 60< t< 1O min, a 
period which contained a normal interruption of the 
NBA transmission in 4< t< 7 min. At about 10 min 
after the burst, the signal arrival-time begins a slow 
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FIG"L"RE 5. Th e snlid C!11've in the top figure sh ows the changes in 
arrival-lime of the NBA to APL tr'ansmission for the period 
around lhe ti rrte of the bOlrst, 1000 UT on October 26, ! 1962, a 
time taken as t = O. 

'l~he cl ashed curve in tho too ti~ure indicates a clmracteristic Quiet-day variation 
lor a compara ble period. The bottom figure illustrates the temporal change in 
t he energ y oltrapped neutron-deeaY II-rays drifting over N nA and APL, and the 
times when individual II-rays are overhead. 
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gradual decline with the decrease steepening at about 
t= 13 min and reaching a broad flat maximlUll 
depression of 14 J.Lsec in 27< t< 34 min. The signal 
arrival- time then star ts a recovery towards the 
normal nighttime value until about t= 40 when sun
light illumirrates the propagation path. After the 
sunrise tr ansition the effects of atmospheric ionization 
by solar radiation obscme whatever r emain of the 
ionizing effects due to the nuclear bmst. 

The temporal variations of the VLF signals from 
NBA to APL are consistent with the model proposed 
in om earlier work relating to this nuclear event. 
In general , the delayed VLF di"tmb ance on this 
date stems from an enhancement of ionization 
produced in the VLF r egion by neutron-decay beta 
rays temporarily trapped in the geomagnetic field. 
We consider that a belt of these particles form s in 
the o·eomagnetic meridian through the bmst point. 
As th e stream of ,a-rays drifts eastward an energy 
dispersion occms because the azimuthal drift r ate 
varies essentially directly with particle energy and, 
as a consequence, the more energe tic particles move 
faster eastward (in addition to traveling Jaster along 
the field lines) . Some par ticles in the drifting s tream 
have pitch angles permitting penetration to the 
lower ionosphere where, through collisions wi th the 
atmosp heric constituents, an enh ancement of ioniza
tion is produced with attendant disturbances such as 
phase per turbations of VLF signals. Viewed Jro~l a 
fixed point such as one or the other of the terJl1111al 
points on the NBA- APL path, the overhead energy 
of the tr apped strealn ch anges chronologically in a 
manner fundamentally dependent on t he energy 
spectrum of the ,a-rays. 

In addition to placing the radiatioll bel t ini tiall.v 
(that is, at t= O) in the geomagnetic meridian 
through the burst point , consider also that the 
latitudinal e:-;tent at formation at least encompasses 
a r ange eq ualing that spanning the termi~ al points 
of this path. (We later return to the questlOn of the 
latitudinal and longitudinal width of the belt at 
forrnation. ) For a trapped stream in its first orbit 
around the world, figure 5b shows the relative amount 
of the stream energy overhead at NBA and APL at 
any instant as well. as the time~ when singular ,a-rays 
are over the statIOn. Recallmg that for a fi:-;ed 

! particle energy the drift velocity increases with 
. latitude one determines that the first contact of the 

stream Zvith the VLF path occurs 11 min after the 
I burst. At this time the 0.78 Mev betas drift across 

APL their crossing being practically coincident 
I with' the onset of the VLF pertmbation. The 
; first contact at lower-latitude points occurs at t> 11 

and culminates in the passage at t= 20 min of the 

I 0.78 Mev betas over NBA. 
Since a decrease in VLF signal arrival-t ime in the 

present case corresponds to an increase in the VLF 
! perturbation and, if we defer for the moment 

consideration of the period 10< t< 20 min, the 
I ~e~nporal vn,ri.ation of the stream ~nel'gy over .NBA 

IS 111 accord wlth that of the VLF dIsturbance, 111 the 
interval 20< t< 43 min. Beyond t= 20 , the over

I head particle energy and the VLF disturbance both 
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increase to practically coincident maxima and then 
simultaneously decrease in 37 < t< 43, a period after 
which the burst effects are obscured by the contribu
t ion of ionization due to sunlight. 

The VLF disturbance in 10< t< 20 undoubtedly 
results from ionization due to ,a-rays drifting at 
latitudes north of N BA. In an attempt to bracket 
th e latitudinal extent of the trapped radiation, we 
plot (as previously noted) the overhead energy at 
APL assuming the absolute amount of this energy, 
whose magnitude is curren tly unknown , equals that 
over NBA. Considering the present data alone, 
there is no compelling reaso n for reducing the over
head energy of APL rebtive to NBA, although there 
m n,y be a hin t for reduc tion . As disc ll ssed earlier, 
ther e is good agree ment in the period 20< t< 43 be
t ween the temporal variation of tbe VLF disturbance 
n,nd the overh ead stream energy at NBA. For this 
period this correln,Lion indicates the dominan ce of the 
ion ization in regions near NBA to t he relative ex
clusion of that for regions nor t h of NBA. Beyond 
the present. da ta, llS poin ted out in a previous paper 
(Zmuda, Shaw, and }Jaave, 1963b) no VLF per tur
bation appears in th e tl'anSlll ission from station NPG 
in Jim Creek , 'Washington , as received at APL 
a path whi ch lies Lotally within t he geomagnetic 
latitude ran ge o[ Sl ° to S:3 °N. This absence appears 
to be irreconcilable wi th Ul e presence of ' large 
ml10unts of trapped radin,tion n,t t he latitudes of 
APL or NPG. 

In geneml, the totality of factors at least sugges t 
that in relation to tbe NBA- APL path , the trapped 
radi.ation (and hence the ionization producing the 
VLF disturbance) decreases in going northward 
from NBA and is small but significant a t APL, 
significan t in view of the simulta neity of t he onset of 
t he VLF disturbance and the arrival over APL of 
the 0.78 Mev betas . (In going southward from 
NBA, t he r adiation probably increases un til the burst 
latitude of 14° geomn,gnetic is reached , after which i t 
star ts decreasing.) With regard to the longitudinal 
extent of the trapped rn,din,tion at t he t im e of the 
formation of the bel t, the geomn,gnetic wid th prob
ably has an upper limi t of So to 9°. This estimate 
(which can be readily improved in fu ture work) is 
derived by multiplying the uncertain ty of our t ime 
resolution, about a minute, by the drift rate of the 
0.78 Mev betas at the latitud es of NBA and APL, 
respectively 4.7 and 8.S deg per minute. (It is, 
of course, obvious that the lon gi tudin al extent of the 
belt broadens with time after th e burst, and if the 
particle lifetimes are sufficiently long, the trapped 
radiation ultimately encircles the world.) 

It is significant to note that the VLF perturbation 
along the NBA- APL path has temporal variations 
discordant with those that would h ave been produced 
if the trapped particles were ,a-rays from the radio
active decay of fission fragments, ,a-rays whose energy 
spectrum differs considerably from that of neutron
decay betas. For example, fission betas h ave ener
gies extending to at least 8 }\I(ev, considerably in ex
cess of the endpoint energy, 0.78 M ev, from a ,a-ray 
from the radioactive decay of neutrons. Fission 



betas dominated in the artificial belt formed after the 
high-altitude nuclear explosion of July 9, 1962, and 
produced a delayed VLF disturbance along the same 
NBA- APL path herein discussed [Zmuda, Shaw, 
and Haave, 1963a]. Applying the July results to 
the present case leads to the expectation that if the 
belt of October 26 contained predominantly fission 
betas, then the VLF disturbance would, for example, 
have had an onset and a maximum respectively 2 
and 6 min after the burst. This is contrary to the 
observation that the burst-related VLF perturbation 
has an onset and maximum respectively at 10 and 
about 30 min after the burst. The current elimina
tion of fission betas from the r adiation belt of October 
26, 1962 expands an eaTlier similar suggestion result
ing from the analysis of the VLF disturbance along 
the path from NPM in Hawaii to Anchorage, Alaska 
[Zmuda, Shaw, and Haave, 1963b]. 

4 . Nuclear Detonation of October 20, 1962 

At approximately 0830 UT on October 20, 1962 a 
low-yield nmge device was detonated below the iono
sphere at an altitude of tens of kilometers in the 
vicinity of Johnston Island (AGIWARN message of 
October 20, 1962). The detonation produced phase 
perturbations of several of the VLF transmissions 
which are normally monitored at APL and Anchor
age, Alaska. The solid curves in fig-me 6 show for 
the per;od around the burst time, the changes in 
signal arrival-t ime for various propagation paths. 
For comparison, the dashed curves in this figure 
show the quiet-day variations for a comparable 
period , with the dotted portions indicating the periods 
of normal, scheduled interruptions of transmissions. 
It is relevant to note that, in data not shown here , 
there were no burst-related perturbations of the 
VLF signal from WWVL in Boulder, Colo. , as re
ceived at APL. 
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F I GURE 6. V LF pertU1'bations related to the nuclear detonation 
of 0830 UT on October 20, 1962. 

The solid curves show the variations for a period around burst·time, t=O; the 
dashed curves show quiet·day variations for a comparable period . 

The perturbations of the NPM transmission as 
received at both APL and .Anchorage start essentially 
simultaneously with the detonation, reach maximal 
deviations 2 min after the burst and then slowly 
recover to their pre burst levels. In these disturb
ances there are no clear-cut indications of any 
delayed VLF per t urb ations ascribable to trapped 
{3-rays, although the max'imum deviation at t= 2 and 
the subsequent slo w recovery is suggestive of effects 
due to trapped radiation. Undoubtedly, ionization 
in the vicinity of NPM produced by electromagnetic 
and untrapped-particle emission from the burst con
tribute in large measure to these disturbances . The 
NPG- APL data pertinent to the detonation were 
recorded only during the period -1< t< 17 min but 
with instrumen tation whose time resolut ion was 0.2 
sec, in contrast to the other data, where a time 
resolution of about a minute exists. The NPG- APL 
perturbation (occurrin g on a path displaced by 5,500 
km from the bUTst region) is small but readily dis
cernible. It begins practically simultaneously with 
the burst and reaches a maximum about 0.6 min 
after the burst. The small, practically instantane
ous, pulse of the VLF perturbation probably stems 
from essentially-untrapped {3-rays carried to the 
remote VLF region by neutrons, as in the model of 
Crain and Tamarkin [1961]. 

The perturbation of the NBA transmission is so 
small that it ordinarily would be overlooked and, in 
any circumstance, cannot be taken alone as indicative 
of burst-related phenomena. However, it is worth 
noting that the disturbance has temporal character
istics totally compatible with the idea that some 
trapped neutron-decay betas drift from Johnston 
Island to the region near the NBA terminal, 9,600 
km distant, to produce the slight VLF perturbations. 
For example, with the energy and drift characteristics 
previously discussed , the NBA- APL disturbance has 
an onset 20 min after the burst, a time corresponding 
to the drift t ime from the burst region to NBA of 
0.78 Mev betas, the endpoint-energy {3-ray from 
neutron decay. In addition , the subsequent increase, 
broad maximum, and ultimate recovery of the VLF 
perturbations occur in periods generally consistent 
with those expected from a stream of drifting {3-rays, 
as shown in the overhead energy curve for NBA in 
figure 5b. 

5 . Nuclear Detonation of November I , 1962 

At 1210 UT on November 1, 1962, a submegaton 
yield range device was detonated at an altitude of 
tens of kilometers in the vicinity of Johnston Island 
in the Pacific (AGIW ARN message of November 
1, 1962). The explosion produced the VLF variations 
shown in the solid curves of figure 7; for comparison, 
the dashed curves represent the VLF changes for a 
comparable period but on an adjacent quiet day. 
Both sets of curves are normalized with respect to 
the value existing at 1210 UT in their respective 
dates, a time taken as t= O. 

For the NPM transmission as received at both 
APL and Anchorage, and for the NPG signal as 
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'\ FIG URE 7. 17 LF pertU1'bations related to the nuclea1' detonation 
of 1210 U1' on November 1, 1962. 

I 'rhe solid cur ves show the variation s for a per iod a round burst ·tim o, t=O; the 
I dashed curves show quiet ·d ay var iat ions for a com parab le per iod . 

\received at APL, the VLF distmb~nces for , th is 
I event generally resemble (although of shor ter d ura
I tion) those for October 20 and probably have similar 
: origins. There are no significant pertmbations of the 
:WWVL and NBA signals received at APL; these 

I la, tt.e,l,' data arc not l'ep~'oduced h81.'e b~lL iL is worLh 
notmg that the sunlIg ht con tnbutlOl1 probably 

!obscured tbe Iluclear efteets over the \VVVV L- APL, 
land NBA- API .J ]Mlhs. 

---------
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W . E. R ay a lld F. H . Swaim , bolit of Applied 
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